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Abstract. Programmers using the C++ programming language are increasingly taught to
manage memory implicitly through containers provided by the C++ standard library. However,
heterogeneous programming platforms often require explicit allocation and deallocation of
memory. This discrepancy in memory management strategies can be daunting and problematic
for C++ developers who are not already familiar with heterogeneous programming. The C++17
standard introduces the concept of memory resources, which allow the user to control how
standard library containers allocate memory; we believe that this addition to the C++17
standard is a powerful tool towards the unification of memory management for heterogeneous
systems with best-practice C++ development. In this paper, we present vecmem, a library
of memory resources which allows efficient and user-friendly allocation of memory on CUDA,
HIP, and SYCL devices through standard C++ containers. We investigate the design and use
cases of such a library, the potential performance gains over naive memory allocation, and the
limitations of this memory allocation model.

1. Introduction
Heterogeneous software is increasingly becoming a necessity in scientific computing as it allows
tackling data challenges at ever greater scale, and with ever greater efficiency [1]. Unfortunately,
heterogeneity brings its own sets of challenges, one of which is increased complexity to developers;
developing software for heterogeneous systems is often very different from more traditional
homogeneous systems, which can be especially daunting to domain scientists who may not
necessarily be experts in computing [2]. As a result, developing and maintaining heterogeneous
software comes at the cost of great human effort, and the resulting software may be more error-
prone and harder to maintain.

One particularly grating aspect of many heterogeneous development platforms is the
management of device memory. Over the last few decades, the C++ language has moved
away from explicit management of memory by the programmer: the use of malloc and free

to dynamically allocate and deallocate memory on the heap, as well as the new and delete

keywords, have become increasingly uncommon [3]. Instead, it is often considered good practice
to rely on implicit memory management, such as through RAII and standard library containers,
which hide the management of memory from the user completely [4]. Meanwhile, heterogeneous
platforms are often designed to be compatible with the C programming language and are
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therefore required to be far more explicit. In CUDA, for example, the cudaMalloc and cudaFree

methods are pervasive [5].
This leads to the unfortunate state of heterogeneous memory management today: we teach

aspiring domain scientists to practice modern C++ on homogeneous systems, and then ask
them to work with heterogeneous platforms which do not support those practices. This not only
wastes these scientists’ valuable time, but also increases the potential for errors in the software;
explicit memory management can very easily cause memory safety violations if not used carefully
[6].

We believe that this barrier between homogeneous and heterogeneous memory management
is not only undesirable, but also unnecessary. In this paper, we present vecmem (available at
github.com/acts-project/vecmem), a library which bridges the gap between the ergonomics of
idiomatic C++ and the power of heterogeneous computing. Our library is based around the use
of standard C++ library classes such as vectors and smart pointers with device memory through
memory resources, a C++17 library feature which allows fine-grained control over the allocation
schemes of library classes [7]. We extend these memory resources to cover heterogeneous memory,
and demonstrate how they can be applied to heterogeneous programming to provide a more
comfortable and productive experience to C++ programmers. The project also provides the
CMake [8] build infrastructure for making use of the supported heterogeneous programming
languages on all platforms that those languages themselves support.

2. Host-side Functionality
The objective of the host-side1 functionality of vecmem is to allow C++ developers to interact
with device-accessible memory in ways that: (1) are as similar as possible to standard C++ code;
(2) support a diverse range of heterogeneous programming platforms; and (3) are sufficiently
performant as to not introduce new bottlenecks. To this end, vecmem takes a compositional
view of memory management and provides two classes of memory resources; our library provides
upstream memory resources which interface directly with the underlying programming platform,
as well as downstream memory resources which wrap additional behaviour around an existing
memory resource. For example, an upstream allocator might interface directly with the CUDA
runtime library, while a downstream allocator may sub-allocate memory allocated by that
upstream allocator in order to avoid costly and unnecessary allocations and deallocations.
Examples of interactions between user code and the heterogeneous platform, directly as well
as through our library, are given in Figure 1.

2.1. General memory resources
We will first examine memory resources in the general sense, the type of which we shall refer to
as M. Memory resources share a common interface which requires the implementation of the
following three methods:

Allocation A memory resource must be able to allocate a chunk of memory of a given size
with a given alignment2. This allocation is allowed to fail; such failures are – in accordance
with the C++ standard – modelled as exceptions.

Deallocation A memory resource must be able to deallocate a chunk of memory of a given size,
at a given pointer. This method is assumed to always succeed, and as such does not return
any indication of success or failure. Notably, invalid deallocation requests (e.g. double
deallocations, or deallocations where the size does not match the original allocation) are

1 In this context, the host refers to the processing unit responsible for the core functionality of the system,
commonly a CPU. In contrast, a device refers to some auxiliary processing unit such as a GPU.
2 The alignment of an allocation refers to the requirement for that allocation to begin at a memory address which
is a multiple of the alignment size.

https://github.com/acts-project/vecmem
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Figure 1: Models of interaction between the programmer, platform, and device.

considered undefined behaviour at the call site, and thus need not be verified by the callee
memory resource.

Equivalence Two memory resources are equivalent if and only if one of the resources can
deallocate memory allocated by the other, and vice versa. A memory resource must be able
to determine whether it is equivalent to another.

In C++, memory resources can be passed as run-time arguments to certain value constructors
of standard library containers. For this to be possible, the container has to be configured
to support polymorphic allocators at the type level through specific template parameters.
For example, std::vector is a type with two template parameters, the second of which
determines the allocation scheme3. In order to construct vecmem’s vector type vecmem::vector
– itself a type with one template parameter – we partially specialise std::vector with
std::pmr::polymorphic allocator as its second template argument. In addition to containers,
vecmem also extends standard library smart pointers such that they can be used with memory
resources. Since we are effectively re-purposing types from the standard library, we inherit all
the methods that C++ developers are used to. In addition, we inherit certain C++ semantics;
for example, vecmem::vector will automatically deallocate its owned (device) memory when
leaving scope, and we inherit support for move semantics.

An example of working with memory resources (in this case, one for CUDA managed memory)
is given in Listing 1b. Listing 1a shows idiomatic C++ code for performing the same operations
on a vector contained in host memory; these examples are included to illustrate how well the
semantics of C++ carry over to vecmem.

2.2. Upstream memory resources
In our library, an upstream memory resource is defined as a memory resource that interfaces
directly with a given platform run-time. We denote the type of these resources as M↑ <: M4.
Note that all upstream memory resources are, in themselves, complete memory resources, and
may be used with containers and other vecmem features directly. Some upstream memory
resources are additionally parameterized. For example, CUDA memory resources may be
configured to act on a specific device, if there are multiple devices present in the system. We

3 This template parameter is usually hidden from developers, as the default argument is sufficient for most
common use cases.
4 All upstream memory resources are memory resources, but not all memory resources are upstream memory
resources. As such, M↑ is a subtype of M.
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1 std::vector <int > v;

2

3 v.push_back (5);

4 for (size_t i = 0; i < 100; ++i) {

5 v.emplace_back(i);

6 }

7

8 v.resize (150);

9 std::iota(v.begin (), v.end(), 0);

10 std::sort(v.begin (), v.end());

(a) Using idiomatic C++ for host memory.

1 vecmem ::cuda:: managed_memory_resource m;

2 vecmem ::vector <int > v(&m);

3

4 v.push_back (5);

5 for (size_t i = 0; i < 100; ++i) {

6 v.emplace_back(i);

7 }

8

9 v.resize (150);

10 std::iota(v.begin (), v.end(), 0);

11 std::sort(v.begin (), v.end());

(b) Using vecmem for shared CUDA memory.

Listing 1: Inserting and manipulating elements of a vector in various kinds of memory using
idiomatic C++ and vecmem.

currently provide nine upstream memory resources: one for host memory, three for the NVIDIA
CUDA platform (one for pinned host memory, one for shared5 memory, and one for device
memory) [5], two for AMD HIP (one for device memory and one for shared memory) [10], and
three for SYCL (one for host memory, one for shared memory, and one for device memory) [11].

2.3. Downstream memory resources
To allow users to add additional logic to allocation schemes, vecmem defines downstream memory
resources, the type of which is defined as M↓ ≡ M → M. Crucially, downstream memory
resources are not, in themselves, fully fledged memory resources; they cannot be used to allocate
or deallocate memory without first applying them – in a functional sense – to an existing memory
resource. vecmem’s downstream memory resources can be roughly subdivided into the following
categories, based on their intended use:

Caching memory resources provide caching of allocated memory such that it is not
immediately deallocated when it is no longer needed. This allows future allocations to avoid
interactions with the heterogeneous runtime, which are generally orders of magnitude slower
than allocations in host memory. We provide memory resources with buddy allocation [12]
and arena allocation schemes [13].

Utility memory resources can be used to enforce certain rules on allocation schemes. For
example, we provide a memory resource that guarantees that memory is allocated in a
contiguous block of memory.

Conditional memory resources provide branching behaviour to allocation schemes, allowing
developers to encode complex decision-making processes in their memory management
systems. For example, a conditional memory resource may direct small allocations to one
memory resource, and large allocations to another.

Instrumentation memory resources allow developers to instrument, profile, and debug
their memory allocation schemes by providing useful side-effects, such as providing helpful
debug messages, checking whether incoming allocations are valid, and recording the
execution times of individual allocations.

Abstract memory resources have properties that are useful for studying memory resources
in an abstract sense, but which have little use in practice. For example, the identity memory
resource which simply forwards any requests upstream, and the terminal memory resource
which always fails.

5 In this context, shared memory refers to memory that is – through a sufficiently abstract lens – accessible to
both the host and a device. In CUDA terminology, this is also referred to as managed memory [9].
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Figure 2: The construction and consumption of buffer and view types enables elegant crossing
of the host-device barrier.

The downstream memory resources provided by our library form a monoid ⟨M↓, ◦⟩ under
composition6. This property allows for the construction of arbitrarily complex downstream
allocators – at run-time, if necessary. For example, the configuration of memory allocation
may be derived from user-supplied configuration, or it may be decided heuristically at run-time;
treating memory management as a hyper-parameter in this fashion can provide an avenue of
optimisation in cases where the performance of an application is highly sensitive to the overhead
incurred by memory allocation.

We believe the compositional design of memory resources is a powerful one, as any
downstream allocator can, in principle, be used with any upstream allocator. This means that
the addition of a single upstream memory resource for a new programming platform allows the
user to create a large number of composite memory resources with different allocation strategies
for different use cases, without any additional development work. Similarly, a new downstream
memory resource can immediately be used with any existing upstream allocators; a programmer
implementing a new downstream allocation strategy can immediately use that strategy with
CUDA, HIP, SYCL, and host memory.

3. Device-side Functionality
In addition to host-side code related to the allocation of memory, we also provide device-side
functionality for using that memory. Like the host-side interfaces, our goal is to provide a
software development experience that is as close to the homogeneous C++ experience as possible.
Most containers and types defined in the C++ standard library are not available in heterogeneous
environments; even if the memory they use is accessible by the device, the code that operates on
that memory is not usable on the device. To resolve this problem, we provide device-compatible
classes that mimic the behaviour of standard library containers.

In order to cross the barrier between data structures on the host and the device, vecmem
provides light-weight data types that can be passed directly to the device. We provide buffer
types which own the memory they point to, as well as view types, which do not. These buffer
and view types can be generated on the host, and passed to the device. In device code, we
can then construct standard library-like containers around view type objects, which we can
interact with as we would expect to. A schematic view of the different types involved in this
host-device interaction is shown in Figure 2. Additionally, these types allow the user to work
with host-inaccessible memory in ways that we cannot safely do using standard types.

In order to emulate the ergonomics of C++ library containers, we provide high-level features
such as data accesses and iterators. In addition, we provide support for operations which are

6 In other words, any two downstream memory resources m and n can be chained to produce m ◦ n, which is
guaranteed to be another downstream memory resource. This property follows from our definition of M↓ as an
endomorphism.
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1 __global__ void kernel(

2 vecmem ::data:: vector_view <float > out ,

3 vecmem ::data:: vector_view <float > buf

4 ) {

5 vecmem :: device_vector <> out_v(out);

6 vecmem :: device_vector <> buf_v(buf);

7

8 buf_v.push_back (123.f);

9 out_v [5] = 1.23f;

10 }

(a) Device-side code.

1 vecmem ::cuda:: managed_memory_resource mr;

2

3 vecmem ::vector <float > out{100, 0, &mr};

4 vecmem ::data:: vector_buffer <float > buf{

5 100, 0, mr};

6

7 kernel <<<1, 1>>>(

8 vecmem :: get_data(out), buf);

(b) Host-side code.

Listing 2: Example of using vecmem device containers in a CUDA application.

non-trivial on heterogeneous devices, such as the resizing of vectors. As long as there is sufficient
capacity in a vector, we allow device-side code to insert elements into it atomically, ensuring
that there are no data races in a massively parallel environment such as a GPU. An example
of passing containers to a CUDA kernel, one of which would only be used on the device by the
kernel, is shown in Listing 2.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the design and implementation of the vecmem library, which
aims to bring the software development ergonomics of C++ to heterogeneous device memory.
Our library is built upon the idea of composing upstream and downstream allocators, to reduce
overhead while supporting a large variety of platforms. In addition, we provide support for
device-side containers which emulate the behaviour of standard library containers.
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